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DAY 6

horn, kids hanging out of windows;
Bloomsday has never seen such cel-
e b r at i o n s.

Don’t worry, I’m not going to
draw any analogies, because I’ve
never read past the first sentence of
Joyce’s book, and that was on the
back of an Aer Lingus seat on the
way over. But they always say that
if Dublin was destroyed, you could
rebuild it street for street just by
reading Ulysses.

Well Lisbon was destroyed by an
earthquake 350 years ago. The
Marques de Pombal was responsible
for rallying the citizens and organ-
ising the rebuilding of the city —
there is a big square dedicated to
him in the middle of the city.

He also told them to plant a dense
forest so that they would have wood
to rebuild with. Around 500m from
the Stadium of Light the trees on
the hills of Monsanto begin, cover-
ing an area of a fifth of the city.

They never did cut down a tree

and the forest now stands in
memory of the great catastrophe.

I’d love to have some statistic, like
you’d have cut down every tree in
Monsanto for all the crap that has
been published about Ulysses. But I
don’ t.

And if there ever is another cata-
strophe here, I’d say the rebuilders
could get the gist of the streets from
reading my map.

A curiosity, however, is an advert-
ising poster that is all over Lisbon
and seems to show a woman hug-
ging a statue of James Joyce.

The posters of the city fascinate
me. There is one for Euro 2004 that
has a man who looks like Micheál Ó
Muirchearthaigh, but with long
hair, spying a football.

Ó Muirchearthaigh with long
hair; I think that would be bril-
liant.

Another is for either a play or a
film called ‘I Love my Penis, while,
from my translation, there is also a

stage show called I am a Rhino, and
I Have a Car.

The night finishes with my first
meeting with another great Irish
writer, Tom Humphries, who I
bump into among the Russian sup-
porters in the gigantic Columbo
shopping centre. We exchange pleas-
antries and then he’s off to hit his
deadline and I’m off to hit the bars.

11.30pm I realise Lee is a racist.
He actually says, “I am a racist.”

James is a bit embarrassed by his
friend. A little later Lee strips to his
undershorts and runs into the sea.

He comes back draped in seaweed
and dries himself off with a table-
cloth. We part company soon after-
w a rd s.

As I retreat further from sobriety,
I build up the courage to approach
some Russians. Only one of them
speaks English a little, so I get the
opportunity to show off my
Russian.

There’s no chance of us drifting
into the socio-political themes that
Chekhov’s Cherry Orchard shone on
late imperialist Russia, but we’re
communicating nonetheless.

When I run out of things to say,
the English speaker and I discuss
Spartak Moscow. He is a supporter
of the team known as the ‘club of
the people.’ This is because in Mo-
scow, Dynamo was the KGB club,
CSKA of the Army, Lokomotiv of
the railways, Torpedo of the Zil
plant. Spartak alone were without
an official backer.

The club was founded by Nikolai
Starostin in 1935, mainly to be a
rival of Dynamo. Dynamo was the
club of the hated Secret Police Chief
Beria under Stalin. As you can
guess, Beria had it in for Starostin
and eventually sent him and his
three brothers to the Gulags for 10
years on an imaginary charge of a
plot to assassinate Stalin.

Ten years was considered lenient.
And the story ends well with Beria
executed after Stalin dies, much to
the relief of the general populace.

What is amazing is that no
Spartak players are in the present
squad, especially with an unusual
amount of home-based players.
Yegor Titov was meant to be in the
team, but the Welsh know all about
him and his performance-enhan-
cing drugs.

Tonight is all about perform-
ance-depleting liquids. I end up with
one of the Russians who doesn’t
speak English in a bar full of Eng-
lish fans.

Dmitri Bulykin of Russia, second from left foreground, cheers with teammates after scoring during their Euro
2004 clash against Greece in Faro last Sunday. Picture: AP Photo)
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WHEN you catch sight of
Aveiro Stadium as you drive
down the motorway, you are
initially struck by the
daring of its design: it
resembles a giant birthday
cake made by a mother with
spare icing on her hands.

Unfortunately, we miss the turn-off
and have to drive a few miles past
the stadium before we can turn
b a ck .

The second time you see Estadio
Municipal Mario Duarte, you begin
to appreciate the sleek lines and
rippled roof that the architect has
created — it’s like a frisbee on
s p i ke s.

The turn-off on the road back
hasn’t yet been constructed, so we
must drive another few miles past
in the other direction.

The third time you approach the
stadium the awe has dimmed some-
w h at .

I decide to head into town a
couple of kilometres away to get rid
of the spare tickets and find a room.
The tourist office says there is
nowhere available, but they always
say that.

Aveiro is a city of canals: it styles
itself the Venice of Portugal, but
with condom machines on the
street, it is more like Amsterdam.

I manage to sell the four tickets
for a bit below asking price and get
a room after walking into a bar for a
beer and asking if anybody in the
establishment knows where there
are ‘quartos’. An old woman gets up
and leads me to her house. There is
an apartment above hers, which she
rents to me for the night for €20.

The game sees Latvia grab a lead
just before half time and their small
group of fans are delirious.

The Czechs are a little lucky to get
their two goals and steal a win.

Noel and Clare head back to Porto
afterwards and I make my way into
Aveiro again.

I had always been under the im-
pression that Czech women were
the best-looking in the world.

After a night out in Aveiro tour-
ing bars and people-watching, I
have changed my mind.

Latvian women are.
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STATELY and plump he may be,

but is that reason enough for the
Russians to send home Alexander
Mostovoi?

Thirty-six and a little rounder in
the waist than in his heyday, but
still one of the few gifted players in
the team. Russia are crying out for
young, talented players. Out of a
population of 150 million, they
haven’t been able to bring one to
this tournament.

Saying that, they are unlucky to
get knocked out of the competition
tonight. Portugal are the better
team and deserve to win, but the
Russians at least have something
about them.

Their keeper is also sent off when
he shouldn’t be, for a handball he
tried everything to avoid.

The Stadium of Light is heaving.
Portugal are nervous, but Figo plays
well and the stars of the show are
Maniche and, in particular, Deco.

Lisbon goes a bit nuts after the 2-0
win. Cars fly down the motorway,
drivers holding their fists to the

DAY 8
BUS it back to the Algarve. We go

through Albufeira on the way down,
the location of most of the English
crowd trouble. It is a soulless place
of white tower blocks, fish-and-chip
shops and English bars.

I’m staying in Carvoiero, a quiet
town by the beach that is popular
with young families. There are
quite a few English fans, but noth-
ing too boisterous. I marvel at how
they cheer for Croatia to beat
France, even though if they win it
means the Croats will only have to
draw with England to go through.

Now I don’t want to give the im-
pression of being anti-English. They
are nice people.

But my advice is to never ap-
proach them if they are travelling in
packs of more than three. And never
after 11pm.

I get into a round with Lee and
James from Oldham and David from
the Czech Republic at the bar look-
ing onto the beach. At around

DAY 9
AND I have no idea what

happened next, but I seem to have
got back to my room safely. I lie in
bed with a vicious hangover listen-
ing to heavy men throwing them-
selves into a swimming pool.

The only thing for it is an
early-morning dip in the sea. When
I return from the beach however, I
realise that another six hours’ sleep
is the only thing for it.

When I wake I walk the two kilo-
metres east of the town to get to
Algar Seco, one of the most famous
coastlines in the Algarve.

Nestled among the cliffs is a small
wooden hut, which is a bar and res-
taurant. If the world was to come to
an end, I would want to be here. I
enjoy a meal and a jug of wine as I
watch Sweden v Italy.

The proprietors are very friendly
and the place is quiet; most English
fans gravitate to the centre of a
place like Carvoiero with its
English-style bars.

I am given some home-made port
to send me on my way home. I take
a long route with a hike back up the
cliffs as the sun disappears into the
sea.

The rock formations are indeed
beautiful, made by the greatest
artist of them all: erosion.


